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Abstract
We prove the strong Suslin reciprocity law conjectured by A. Goncharov. The Suslin
reciprocity law is a generalization of the Weil reciprocity law to higher Milnor K´theory.
The Milnor K´theory groups can be identified with the top cohomology groups of the
1
polylogarithmic motivic complexes and Goncharov’s conjecture predicts the existence of a
contracting homotopy underlying Suslin reciprocity. The main ingredient of the proof is a
homotopy invariance theorem for the cohomology of the polylogarithmic motivic complexes
in the “next to Milnor” degree.
1 Introduction
1.1 Search for motivic complexes
For an arbitrary field F and integers n and m A. Beilinson ([B1], [B2]) suggested a definition
of motivic cohomology groups HnpF,Qpmqq as appropriate pieces of higher algebraic K´theory
groups, defined earlier by D. Quillen. In several cases (n “ m and n “ 1,m “ 2) A. Suslin proved
that these groups could be identified with the cohomology groups of very explicit complexes
([Su82], [Su84]). For the case n “ m this implies an isomorphism between motivic cohomology
and Milnor K´theory.
One may hope that this construction could be generalized to arbitrary integers n and m.
For this one needs to accept a few conjectures “beyond standard”, namely, the existence of an
abelian category of mixed Tate motives over F along with the fact that this category is generated
by motives of pro-unipotent completions of fundamental groups of punctured projective lines.
This leads to a construction of very explicit complexes, namely polylogarithmic motivic com-
plexes, whose cohomology groups conjecturally coincide with motivic cohomology. The beauty
and elegance of this construction comes for the price: proving functoriality in F is very hard. It
is evident already in the case of Milnor K´theory, which we will discuss in detail below.
The main goal of this paper is to establish existence of norm maps for the cohomology groups
of polylogarithmic motivic complexes for the case n “ m´1, namely the one “next to Milnor K-
theory.” This implies some corollaries, including the Strong Suslin Reciprocity Law conjectured
by A. Goncharov ([G05], p. 53, Conj. 6.2). We will also formulate an application to hyperbolic
scissor congruence theory, which was the author’s original motivation behind this project.
1.2 Main definitions and results
Let F be an arbitrary field. We will associate with it several Q´vector spaces. We start with
Fˆ :“ Fˆ bZ Q : multiplicative group of a field, made rational. Since we are working with
Q´vector spaces throughout the paper, we will omit Q from the notation almost everywhere.
Explicitly, it is defined as a quotient
0 ÝÑ R1pFq ÝÑ QrFs1 ÝÑ F
ˆ ÝÑ 0,
where QrFs1 is the free Q´vector space generated by points of P
1
F
subject to the relations
r0s “ r1s “ r8s “ 0. The subscript in the symbol QrFs1 serves only for bookkeeping and refers to
the motivic weight. The subspace R1pFq is generated by elements rx1, x2s1 “ rx1s`rx2s´rx1x2s.
Clearly, these symbols satisfy the following cocycle relation:
rx1, x2s1 ` rx1 ¨ x2, x3s1 “ rx1, x3s1 ` rx1 ¨ x3, x2s1.
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Next, we define the second Bloch group1 B2pFq as a quotient:
R2pFq ÝÑ QrFs2 ÝÑ B2pFq ÝÑ 0.
Here the vector space QrFs2 coincides with QrFs1 and the space R2pFq is freely generated by
symbols rx1, x2s2, whose image in QrFs2 equals to the sum rx1s` rx2s` rx3s` rx4s` rx5s, where
terms xi satisfy the following recurrence:
xn`1 “
1´ xn
xn´1
.
Explicitly,
x3 “
1´ x2
x1
, x4 “
x1 ` x2 ´ 1
x1x2
, x5 “
1´ x1
x2
.
This relation is equivalent to the following, more classical 5´term relation
ras2 ´ rbs2 `
„
b
a

2
´
„
1´ a´1
1´ b´1

2
`
„
1´ a
1´ b

2
.
We will denote the image of rxs P QrF s2 by txu2.
Remark. The definition above is motivated by the fact that for F “ C the map
L2 : B2pCq ÝÑ R
sending rxs2 to the Bloch-Wigner dilogarithm L2pxq is well-defined, thanks to Abel’s 5´term
relation.
The following complex BpF, 2q is called the weight two polylogarithmic complex :
B2pFq
δ
ÝÑ Λ2Fˆ,
where δtxu2 “ p1´ xq ^ x. The fact that δ annihilates the five-term relation can be checked by
a direct computation. It reflects properties of the derivative of the Bloch-Wigner dilogarithm.
Conjectures of A. Goncharov ([G91a], p.5, Conj. B) imply that the vector spaces Fˆ and
B2pF q should be the first two graded components of a Lie coalgebra LF , the Lie coalgebra of
mixed Tate motives over F. The category of finite-dimensional graded co-representations of LF
should be equivalent to a abelian category of mixed Tate motives over F, conjectured by A.
Beilinson ([B2]). If this were true, then the cohomology of the Eilenberg-Chevalley complex of
LF in each graded component would coincide with motivic cohomology groups of the field F:
H iprΛ‚LFsjq “ H
i
MpF,Qpjqq.
This gives conjecturally a very explicit presentation for these groups. The above is known for
i “ j “ n ą 0. In this case the corresponding cohomology of LF is equal to the cokernel of the
map
B2pF q b Λ
n´2Fˆ
δ
ÝÑ ΛnFˆ,
1The name Bloch group was coined by Suslin [Su82] for the kernel of the map δ : B2pFq ÝÑ Λ
2Fˆ discussed
below. We use the terminology of [G91a], where the group B2pFq was called the Bloch group, and its higher
analogs BnpFq were defined and called higher Bloch groups.
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which coincides with the rationalized Milnor K´theory of F. It follows from the results of V.
Voevodsky that
KMn pF q bQ “ H
n
MpF,Qpnqq.
Results of A. Goncharov [G91b] suggest that the third graded component of LF should be
generated by elements txu3 for x P F, subject to the relations representing functional equations
for the single-valued version of the classical trilogarithm L3pxq. This motivates the introduction
of truncated polylogarithmic complexes B2pF, nq:
rB2pF q b Λ
n´2Fˆsa
δnÝÑ ΛnFˆ,
where the first term is defined as the cokernel of the map
QrFs3 b Λ
n´3Fˆ
δnÝÑ B2pF q b Λ
n´2Fˆ,
sending rxs3 b y3 ^ . . .^ yn to txu2 b x^ y3 ^ . . .^ yn. The formula for δn is motivated by the
properties of the derivative of the trilogarithm. As was mentioned above, the cokernel of the
map δn in the truncated polylogarithmic complex is equal to Milnor K´theory tensored with
Q.
Conjecture 1.1 (A. Goncharov). The kernel of the map
δn : rB2pF q b Λ
n´2Fˆsa ÝÑ Λ
nFˆ
is isomorphic to the motivic cohomology group Hn´1
M
pF,Qpnqq.
This is known for n “ 2 thanks to the work of A. Suslin [Su82]. We will denote this kernel
by Hn´1
G
pF,Qpnqq. Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let k be an arbitrary field. Then the following sequence is exact;
0 ÝÑ Hn´1
G
pk,Qpnqq ÝÑ Hn´1
G
pkptq,Qpnqq
‘BPÝÑ
à
PPA1
k
Hn´2
G
pkP ,Qpn´ 1qq ÝÑ 0.
Here kP is the residue field at the point P P A
1
k. The residue maps BP will be defined below.
We will formulate and prove similar statement for Milnor K´theory in the next section. It was
used by Bass, Tate [BT] and Suslin [Su79] to construct norm maps in Milnor K´theory. Their
construction works in our case as well:
Corollary 1.3. For every finite field extension L{F there is a norm homomorphism
NmL{F : H
n´1
G
pL,Qpnqq ÝÑ Hn´1
G
pF,Qpnqq
that makes the functor Hn´1
G
p´,Qpnqq into a Rost cycle module as defined in [R].
Using norm maps one can prove the following conjecture of A. Goncharov ([G05], p. 53,
Conjecture 6.2 p. 53):
Corollary 1.4 (Strong reciprocity law). Let X be a compact smooth algebraic curve over C.
Then the map
Res : B2pCpXq, nq ÝÑ B2pC, n ´ 1q
is null-homotopic. Here the total residue map Res is a sum over all points P P X of local residue
maps BP .
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Remark. There should exist an explicit formula for a contracting homotopy. It was constructed
by A. Goncharov for the projective line and for elliptic curves ([G05], Theorems 6.5, 6.14).
To introduce the next corollary, we need to recall some notions from the theory of scissors
congruence. Let PpH3q be a Q´vector space generated by classes of hyperbolic polytopes
modulo the scissors congruence equivalence relation. This group is closely related to B2pCq,
namely there exists a projection
S : B2pCq ÝÑ PpH
3q,
sending an element tzu2 to the scissors congruence class of the ideal tetrahedron with vertices
8, 0, 1, z. This map is surjective with kernel generated by elements tzu2 ` tzu2 (see [Du] for
details). Next, every polytope has a Dehn invariant, which for Sptzu2q is equal to S
`
p1´zq^z
˘
“
´p1´ zq ^ z ` p1´ z¯q ^ z¯ P Rb R{2piZ.
Corollary 1.5. Let X be a smooth projective curve over C. Then there is a map
h : Λ3CpXqˆ ÝÑ PpH3q
such that for any three meromorphic functions f1, f2, f3 the Dehn invariant of the polytope
hpf1^f2^f3q is equal to pS ˝Resqpf1^f2^f3q. Finally, the hyperbolic volume of hpf1^f2^f3q
is given by the following convergent integral:
1
2pii
ż
XpCq
r2pf1, f2, f3q,
where r2pf1, f2, f3q “ alt3
´
1
6
log|f1| ¨ dlog|f2| ^ dlog|f3| ´
1
2
log|f1| ¨ dargpf2q ^ dargpf3q
¯
Remark. The statement of the corollary 1.5 was the original motivation behind this project.
It was prompted by scissors congruence properties of Schla¨fli orthoschemes, discovered by J.-P.
Sydler [Sy]. Hyperbolic orthoschemes appear in the image of h for X “ P1.
1.3 The structure of the article
Our main goal is to prove Theorem 1.2. We start our exposition with discussing the classical
proof of an exact sequence for Milnor K´theory: Theorem 2.1. There is nothing original in our
exposition, but the proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on it. Also, we introduce there a key tool: the
filtration by the degree. We don’t write in detail proofs of Corollaries 1.3, 1.4 because they are
not different from Milnor K´theory case. Corollary 1.5 follows from results of [G05] and [Du].
The proof of Theorem 1.2 occupies sections 3-7. In section 3 one can find the proof modulo
two key statements: Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. There proofs are based on the study of the co-residue
map, which could be defined in the derived category only. The most non-trivial step in the proof
of Theorem 1.2 is to show that these maps are well-defined, which is done in sections 5.4 and
5.5.
1.4 Notations and conventions
All our results are valid only modulo torsion, so we work everywhere with Q´vector spaces.
Thus it is convenient to omit the rationalization sign from the notation. In particular, we will
use Fˆ instead of FˆQ , K
M
n pFq instead of K
M
n pFqQ and so on.
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Next, we denote the cokernel of the map
QrFs3 b Λ
n´3Fˆ
δnÝÑ B2pF q b Λ
n´2Fˆ
by the symbol rB2pF qbΛ
n´3Fˆsa. For every sub-factor space X of the space B2pF qbbΛ
n´3Fˆ
we will denote by the symbol rXsa its projection to rB2pF q b bΛ
n´3Fˆsa.
A few remarks about filtered vector spaces are in order. By a filtered vector space pV,Fq we
mean a vector space V equipped with an increasing filtration
F0V Ă F1V Ă . . . Ă FkV Ă . . . .
We will denote by grFk V the associated graded space FkV {Fk´1V. A morphism pV,Fq ÝÑ pW,Gq
of filtered vector spaces is called strictly compatible with filtration if
fpFkV q “ fpV q X GkW
Every subspace or factor space of a filtered vector space inherits the filtration. Similarly, there
exists a natural filtration on the tensor product of filtered vector spaces. A detailed exposition
of these notions can be found in [D].
Acknowledgments I would like to thank S. Gorchinskiy, A. Levin, O. Martin and A. Gon-
charov for their invaluable help with preparing the manuscript.
2 Results of Bass, Tate and Milnor
2.1 Milnor K-theory
We will start with discussing a well-known analogue of Theorem 1.2 for Milnor K´theory. It
was proved by H. Bass and J. Tate in [BT] for n “ 2 and by J. Milnor [M] in general.
Let F be an arbitrary field. For every integer n we define KMn pFq´ the Milnor K-theory
group of F to be the quitiont of the abelian group ΛnFˆ by the subgroup generated by tensors
p1´ xq ^ x^ y3 ^ . . .^ yn. Our definition agrees with the classical one modulo 2´torsion.
Our next goal is to define residue maps. Suppose that ν is a discrete valuation of F with
residue field Fν and uniformiser fν . First we define a map
Bν : Λ
nFˆ ÝÑ Λn´1Fˆν . (1)
For any elements u1, . . . , un P F
ˆ with vanishing discrete valuation we let
Bνpu1 ^ u2 ^ . . . ^ unq “ 0
and
Bνpfν ^ u2 ^ . . .^ unq “ u2 ^ . . . ^ un.
Here u¯ is the residue of u in Fˆν . This map can be uniquely extended to Λ
nFˆ. It is easy to see
that it induces a well-defined map from KMn pFq to K
M
n´1pFνq.
We will be especially interested in the case F “ kptq and when the valuation νP corresponds
to a point P P P1k. We will denote the residue field by kP , and a uniformizer by fP . The
uniformizer will always be chosen to be monic.
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Theorem 2.1 (Milnor, Tate). The following sequence is exact:
0 ÝÑ KMn pkq ÝÑ K
M
n pkptqq
‘BPÝÑ
à
PPA1
k
KMn´1pkP q ÝÑ 0.
Here the map KMn pkq ÝÑ K
M
n pkptqq is induced by an inclusion of k in kptq.
2.2 Some corollaries of Theorem 2.1
Theorem 2.1 can be used to construct norm map
NmL{K : K
M
n pLq ÝÑ K
M
n pKq
for any finite field extension L{F. For this consider any point P P A1F with residue field L.
Thanks to Theorem 2.1, for any element w P KMn pLq there exists an element W P K
M
n`1pKptqq
with residue at the point P equal to w and with vanishing residues in all other points. Then
one can define NmL{Kpwq to be the residue of W at 8.
One can show that this construction does not depend on the choice of P. The proof is
straightforward if one works modulo torsion, as we do. Using the norm map, one can establish
all usual properties of norms. In particular, we obtain the following nontrivial result:
Corollary 2.2 (Suslin Reciprocity Law). Let X be a compact smooth algebraic curve over C.
Then the map
Res : KMn pCpXqq ÝÑ K
M
n´1pCq
is equal to zero. Here the total residue map Res is a sum over all points P P X of local residue
maps BP .
All the details of these constructions can be found in [Su79].
2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.1
Proof. Denote the Q´vector space kptqˆ by D. It is naturally graded by the degree: D0 “ k
ˆ
and for d greater than zero Dd is freely generated by monic irreducible polynomials of degree
d. We will use interchangeably the notation Dďd and FdD for
À
iďd
Di. The filtration F‚ can be
extended to all wedge powers of kptqˆ and thus defines a filtration on KMn pkptqq. Explicitly,
FdK
M
n pkptqq is generated by symbols tf1ptq, . . . , fnptqu, where fi are irreducible polynomials of
degree at most d.
Let P P A1k be a point of degree d. Then the map BP vanishes on all symbols tf1ptq, . . . , fnptqu,
where fi are irreducible polynomials of degree less than d. We deduce that the following map is
well defined:
grFd K
M
n pkptqq
‘BPÝÑ
à
degpP q“d
KMn´1pkP q.
We claim that this map is an isomorphism. To see that this map is surjective, consider any
element tr1, r2, . . . , rn´1u P K
M
n´1pkP q. For each i let ri be a polynomial of minimal degree with
residue ri. Then
BP tfP , rr1, rr2, . . . , rn´1u “ tr1, r2, . . . , rn´1u.
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If Q is any other point of degree d,
BQtfP , rr1, rr2, . . . , rn´1u “ 0.
This implies that the map ‘BP is surjective.
To see that ‘BP is injective, we construct co-residue maps
cP : K
M
n´1pkP q ÝÑ gr
F
d K
M
n pkpxqq
for every point P. The definition is straightforward: for every element tr1, r2, . . . , rn´1u P
KMn´1pkP q we put
cP ptr1, r2, . . . , rn´1uq “ tfP , rr1, rr2, . . . , rn´1u P grFd KMn pkptqq.
Lemma 2.3. The co-residue map
cP : K
M
n´1pkP q ÝÑ gr
F
d K
M
n pkptqq
is well-defined.
Proof. The map cP sends Steinberg symbols to Steinberg symbols and is antisymmetric. Let
us show that it is linear in each variable. Indeed, consider two elements of KMn´1pkP q : S1 “
ts1, r2, . . . , rn´1u and S2 “ ts2, r2, . . . , rn´1u. Their sum is equal to ts1s2, r2, . . . , rn´1u. On the
other hand,
cP ts1, r2, . . . , rn´1u “ tfP , rs1, rr2, . . . , rn´1u,
cP ts2, r2, . . . , rn´1u “ tfP , rs2, rr2, . . . , rn´1u,
cP ts1s2, r2, . . . , rn´1u “ tfP ,Ąs1s2, rr2, . . . , rn´1u, (2)
so
sP pS1q ` sP pS2q ´ sP pS1 ` S2q “
"
fP ,
rs1 ¨ rs2Ąs1s2 , rr2, . . . , rn´1
*
. (3)
Note that from the division algorithm it follows that there exists a polynomial qptq such that
rs1 rs2 “ q ¨ fP ` Ąs1s2,
so that rs1 rs2Ąs1s2 ` ´q ¨ fPĄs1s2 “ 1.
Using the Steinberg relation we see that
sP pS1q ` sP pS2q ´ sP pS1 ` S2q “"
fP ,
rs1 ¨ rs2Ąs1s2 , rr2, . . . , rn´1
*
“"
fP , 1´
´q ¨ fPĄs1s2 , rr2, . . . , rn´1
*
“"
´q ¨ fPĄs1s2 , 1´ ´q ¨ fPĄs1s2 , rr2, . . . , rn´1
*
´
"
´qĄs1s2 , rs1 ¨ rs2Ąs1s2 , rr2, . . . , rn´1
*
“
´
"
´qĄs1s2 , rs1 ¨ rs2Ąs1s2 , rr2, . . . , rn´1
*
.
(4)
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Since
degpqq “ degp rs1q ` degp rs1q ´ degpfP q ă d,
the last term lies in Fd´1K
M
n pkptqq, so vanishes in gr
F
d K
M
n pkptqq.
We claim that the map
ř
cP is the inverse of ‘BP . Obviously BP ˝ cP “ id and BP ˝ cQ “ 0
if points P and Q are distinct. To show thatÿ
cP BP “ id,
notice that this is true on elements of the form tfP , rr1, rr2, . . . ,Ćrn´1u, where ri are elements of
degree less than d.
Lemma 2.4. Such elements generate grFd K
M
n kptq.
Proof. We will present a proof for n “ 2, the general case being similar. Consider two distinct
points P and Q of degree d. Then
0 “
"
1´
fP
fQ
,
fP
fQ
*
“ tfP , fQu ´ tfP , fQ ´ fP u ` tfQ, fQ ´ fP u.
Note that since fP and fQ are monic, degpfP ´ fQq ă d. From this the statement follows.
We conclude that the map
grFd K
M
n pkptqq
‘BPÝÑ
à
degpP q“d
KMn´1pkP q
is an isomorphism, from which Theorem 2.1 easily follows.
3 The plan of the proof of Theorem 1.2
To give a precise statement of Theorem 1.2, we need to extend the definition of the residue map
BP to polylogarithmic complexes.
3.1 Residue map
Let F be a field with discrete valuation ν and residue field Fν . Denote by fν a uniformiser. Our
goal is to define a chain map Bν
rB2pFq b Λ
n´2Fˆsa

// ΛnFˆ

rB2pFνq b Λ
n´3Fˆν sa
// Λn´1Fˆν
(5)
We have already defined it on ΛnFˆ in the previous section. On
txu2 b y3 ^ . . .^ yn´2 P rB2pFq b Λ
n´2Fˆsa
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we define it by the formula
txu2 b Bνpy3 ^ . . .^ yn´2q P rB2pFνq b Λ
n´3Fˆν sa.
It is easy to see that Bν is a chain map of complexes
B2pF, nq ÝÑ B2pFν , n ´ 1q.
Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to the statement that the complex of chain maps
0 ÝÑ B2pk, nq ÝÑ B2pkptq, nq ÝÑ
à
PPA1
k
B2pkP , n ´ 1q ÝÑ 0
is exact on cohomology.
3.2 Filtration by degree.
The main tool in the proof of Theorem 2.1 was an auxiliary filtration F‚ on K
M
n pkptqq induced
from the degree filtration on kptqˆ. This filtration can be extended to the complex B2pkptq, nq.
For this we first define a filtration F‚ on the Bloch group B2pkptqq as a pre-image of the fil-
tration F‚ on Λ
2kptqˆ under δ2. In the next section we will use results of A. Suslin to describe
this filtration more explicitly. This defines a filtration on B2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆ, which can be
descended to B2pkptqq ba Λ
n´2kptqˆ.
Recall that a map
f : pV,Fq ÝÑ pW,Fq
of filtered spaces is called strictly compatible with the filtration if
fpFiV q “ fpV q XFiW.
Lemma 3.1. The map
δn : rB2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆsa ÝÑ Λ
nkptqˆ
is strictly compatible with the filtration F .
Proof. The statement follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 3.2. To prove Theorem 1.2 it is sufficient to show that for every positive degree d the
map
‘BP : gr
F
d B2pkptq, nq ÝÑ
à
degpP q“d
B2pkP , n´ 1q
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. We will use the fact that F0B2pkptqq “ B2pkq, which will be proved in the next section.
Our goal is to show that the sequence
0 ÝÑ Hn´1
G
pk,Qpnqq ÝÑ Hn´1
G
pkptq,Qpnqq
‘BPÝÑ
à
PPA1
k
Hn´2
G
pkP ,Qpn´ 1qq ÝÑ 0.
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is exact, where Hn´1
G
pF,Qpnqq is the kernel of the map
δ : rB2pFq b Λ
n´2Fˆsa ÝÑ Λ
nFˆ.
First, consider an element x P Hn´1
G
pkptq,Qpnqq in the kernel of ‘BP . Then
x P F0rB2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆsa
by the assumptions of the lemma. But
F0rB2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆsa “ rF0pB2pkptqqq b Λ
n´2
F0pkptq
ˆqsa “ rB2pkq b Λ
n´2kˆsa,
so x P Hn´1
G
pk,Qpnqq. To show that ‘BP is surjective, notice that since δ is strictly compatible
with F ,
grFd H
n´1
G
pkptq,Qpnqq
is the kernel of the map
δ : grFd rB2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆsa ÝÑ gr
F
d Λ
nkptqˆ.
Here it is mapped isomorphically toà
PPA1
k
Hn´2
G
pkP ,Qpn´ 1qq.
From this the lemma follows.
3.3 Filtration by support
It remains to prove that the complex
grFd B2pkptq, nq
is quasi-isomorphic to à
degpP q“d
B2pkP , n´ 1q.
For this we introduce another filtration on grFd B2pkptq, nq: the filtration by support. This is an
increasing filtration G1 Ă G2 Ă . . . Ă Gn. On grd pΛ
nkptqˆq we define it by placing tensors
f1 ^ . . .^ fs ^ gs`1 ^ . . .^ gn
with degpfiq “ d, and degpgiq ă d in Gs. It is easy to see that
grGs gr
F
d
`
Λnkptqˆ
˘
“ ΛsDd b Λ
n´sDăd.
On grFd pB2pkpxqqq we define it as the pre-image of the filtration G on grd
`
Λ2kptqˆ
˘
under δ.
It will be computed explicitly in the next section. Finally, on grFd rB2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆsa it is
projected from the tensor product of the corresponding filtrations on the components.
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3.4 What remains to prove
Theorem 1.2 will follow from the following two statements.
Lemma 3.3. The complex
grG
1
grFd B2pkptq, nq
is quasi-isomorphic to à
degpP q“d
B2pkP , n´ 1q.
This statement will be proved in section 6 using a construction of co-residue maps cP in the
opposite direction. The difficulty is that it can be defined in the derived category only.
Lemma 3.4. For s ą 1 the complex
grGs gr
F
d B2pkptq, nq
is acyclic.
Lemma 3.4 is not very hard and will be proven in section 7. To see that Lemmas 3.3 and
3.4 imply Theorem 1.2 we also need to show that the map
δn : gr
F
d
“
B2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆ
‰
a
ÝÑ grFd Λ
nkptqˆ
is strictly compatible with filtration G. It will follow from the proof of Lemma 3.4.
4 Anatomy of the group B2pkpxqq
4.1 Introduction
The goal of this section is to describe a set of generators for the group B2pkpxqq. The results
of this section can be formulated very explicitly (see Corollary 4.4) but the proofs use the
connection with higher algebraic K´theory, established by A. Suslin. It might be of interest to
find an elementary proof.
Recall from section 2 that for d ě 0 the vector space Dd Ă kptq
ˆ is freely generated by monic
irreducible polynomials of degree d. Clearly, D0 “ k.
For each point P P A1k consider a linear map
p : DădegpP q ÝÑ k
ˆ
P ,
which sends a polynomial fpxq of degree less than degpP q to its residue f¯ . This map is surjective:
any residue class r P kˆP is the image of a unique polynomial of degree less than degpP q. Denote
it by r. Let BP be the kernel of p. We would like to describe it more explicitly.
Lemma 4.1. Consider a map
β : R1pkP q ÝÑ BP ,
given by the formula βrr1, r2s1 “ rr1 ` rr2 ´ Ąr1r2. This map is surjective.
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Proof. The map
p :
DădegpP q
Impβq
ÝÑ kˆP
is well-defined. It has an inverse sending r to r, so it is an isomorphism.
Remark. We will later use the fact that DădegpP q is rather close to the rational group ring of
kˆP and BP to the square of its augmentation ideal. More precisely, there exists a surjective map
QrkˆP s ÝÑ DădegpP q,
sending r to r˜. The kernel is generated by elements rr1s`rr2s´rr1r2s, where degprr1q`degprr2q ă
degpP q.
4.2 A result of Suslin
Consider the weight two polylogarithmic complex for an arbitrary field F
B
‚pF; 2q : B2pFq ÝÑ Λ
2Kˆ.
Its second cohomology group is naturally identified with rationalized MilnorK´theory. A. Suslin
proved in [Su82] that its first cohomology group is naturally identified with the indecomposable
part of K3pFqQ. Hence, the following sequence is exact:
0 ÝÑ Kind3 pFq bQ ÝÑ B2pFq ÝÑ Λ
2Fˆ ÝÑ KM2 pFq bQ ÝÑ 0.
We will use two other results from K´theory: the relation between the K´theory of k and kptq.
The following exact sequence is a special case of Theorem 2.1:
0 ÝÑ KM2 pkq ÝÑ K
M
2 pkptqq ÝÑ
à
PPA1
k
kˆP ÝÑ 0.
Next, from A1 ´ invariance of algebraic K´theory it follows that the embedding
Kind3 pkq ÝÑ K
ind
3 pkptqq
is an isomorphism. Combining these two results with Suslin’s theorem, we get the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.2. The following sequence is exact:
0 ÝÑ B2pkq ÝÑ B2pkptqq ÝÑ F`rΛ
2kptqˆs ÝÑ
à
PPA1
k
kˆP ÝÑ 0.
Here F`rΛ
2kptqˆs coincides with
Λ2kptqˆ
Λ2kˆ
.
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4.3 A degree filtration on the truncated weight two polylogarithmic complex
The associated graded factor grFd pΛ
2kptqˆq can be described explicitly:
grFd pΛ
2kptqˆq “ pDd bDădq ‘ Λ
2Dd.
The vector space B2pkptq
ˆq carries a filtration induced from the filtration on Λ2kptqˆ, which
we will also denote by F . It follows from corollary 4.2 that F0B2pkptq
ˆq “ B2pkq and that the
following sequence is exact for d ą 0:
0 ÝÑ grFd rB2pkptqqs ÝÑ gr
F
d rΛ
2kptqˆs ÝÑ
à
degpP q“d
kˆP ÝÑ 0.
Lemma 4.3. The following sequence is exact:
0 ÝÑ
à
degpP q“d
BP ÝÑ gr
F
d rB2pkptqqs ÝÑ Λ
2Dd ÝÑ 0.
Proof. The projection grdrB2pkptq
ˆqs ÝÑ Λ2Dd is surjective: given two irreducible monic poly-
nomials f and g of degree d, consider the symbol"
fpxq
gpxq
*
2
P B2pkptq
ˆq.
Since
δ
"
fpxq
gpxq
*
2
“
ˆ
1´
f
g
˙
^
f
g
“ f ^ g ` g ^ pg ´ fq ` pg ´ fq ^ f,
and g ´ f has degree less than d, its projection to Λ2Dd equals f ^ g. Consider the following
commutative diagram with exact rows and surjective columns:
0 // grdrB2pkptqqs

// grdrΛ
2kptqˆs

//
À
degpP q“d
kˆP

// 0
0 // Λ2Dd // Λ
2Dd // 0 // 0
. (6)
Applying the snake lemma, we get an exact sequence
0 ÝÑ Ker
`
grdrB2pkptqqs ÝÑ Λ
2Dd
˘
ÝÑ Dd bDăd ÝÑ
à
degpP q“d
kˆP ÝÑ 0.
On the other hand, BP was defined as the kernel of the map Dăd ÝÑ k
ˆ
P , so
Ker
`
grdrB2pkptqqs ÝÑ Λ
2Dd
˘
is isomorphic to
À
degpP q“d
BP .
Corollary 4.4. The vector space B2pkptqq is generated over its subspace B2pkq by the following
two types of elements:
1)symbols
"
fptq
gptq
*
2
, where f and g are irreducible monic polynomials of the same degree;
2) symbols βpr1, r2q “
" rr1 rr2Ąr1r2
*
2
, where r1 and r2 are two elements in k
ˆ
P for some point P.
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Remark. Though this corollary is formulated in a completely elementary way, the author was
not able to derive it from the 5´term relation without using algebraic K´theory. If k is
algebraically closed it is not hard to do: the corresponding statement is known as the Rogers
dilogarithm identity.
Remark. Note that the fact that the map
β : R1pk
ˆ
P q ÝÑ gr
F
d B2pkptq
ˆq,
sending rr1, r2s1 to
" rr1 rr2Ąr1r2
*
2
is well-defined is not obvious because elements rr1, r2s1 satisfy a
cocycle relation
rr1, r2s1 ` rr1 ¨ r2, r3s1 “ rr1, r3s1 ` rr1 ¨ r3, r2s1.
We get it for free but it can also be deduced from the 5´term relation.
5 Co-residue map in the derived category
Our goal is to prove Lemma 3.3, claiming that complex
grG
1
grFd B2pkptq, nq
is quasi-isomorphic to à
degpP q“d
B2pkP , n´ 1q.
For this we will construct co-residue maps from a complex, quasi-isomorphic to B2pkP , n ´ 1q,
to grFd B2pkptq, nq with image in G1. The main difficulty will be to prove the fact that this map
is well-defined.
5.1 Free resolution of the truncated polylogarithmic complex
The goal of this section is to construct a free resolution of the polylogarithmic complex
rB2pFq b Λ
n´2Fˆsa ÝÑ Λ
nFˆ.
For that recall the presentation of B2, F
ˆ and B2 ba F
ˆ by generators and relations:
0 ÝÑ R1pFq ÝÑ QrFs1 ÝÑ F
ˆ ÝÑ 0,
R2pFq ÝÑ QrFs2 ÝÑ B2pFq ÝÑ 0,
QrFs3 b Λ
n´3Fˆ ÝÑ B2pFq b Λ
n´2Fˆ ÝÑ rB2pFq b Λ
n´2Fˆsa ÝÑ 0.
(7)
Using standard properties of wedge powers, one obtains the following resolution of ΛnFˆ :
S2R1pFq b Λ
n´2QrFs1 ÝÑ R1pFq b Λ
n´1QrFs1 ÝÑ Λ
nQrFs1 ÝÑ Λ
nFˆ ÝÑ 0
and the following resolution of rB2pFq b Λ
n´2Fˆsa :
QrFs3 b Λ
n´3QrFs1
‘
QrFs2 bR1pFq b Λ
n´3QrFs1 ÝÑ QrFs2 b Λ
n´2QrFs1 ÝÑ rB2pFq b Λ
n´2Fˆsa ÝÑ 0.
‘
R2pFq b Λ
n´2QrFs1
(8)
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The map δ “ δr0s : rB2pFq b Λ
n´2Fˆsa ÝÑ Λ
nFˆ can be lifted to a map δris between the
resolutions above. Clearly, we have to define
δr1s : QrFs2 b Λ
n´2QrFs1 ÝÑ Λ
nQrFs1
by the formula
δr1s
´
rxs2 b ry3s1 ^ . . .^ ryns1
¯
“ r1´ xs1 ^ rxs1 ^ ry3s1 ^ . . .^ ryns1.
Lifting δr2s can be defined in many different ways. We put it equal to zero on QrFs3bΛ
n´3QrFs1.
Next, define it on QrFs2 bR1pFq b Λ
n´3QrFs1 by the formula
δr2s
´
rxs2 b ry1, y2s1 b rz3s1 ^ . . .^ rzns1
¯
“ ry1, y2s1 b r1´ xs1 ^ rxs1 ^ rz3s1 ^ . . .^ rzns1.
Finally, we need to define it on R2pFq bΛ
n´2QrFs1. This is equivalent to fixing an explicit way,
of proving that the map δ annulates the five-term relation. It is sufficient to define δr2s on
R2pF q.
For that recall the most simple proof of the five-term relation. The element rx1, x2s P R2pFq
is mapped to the element
ř
5
i“0rxis P QrFs2, where xi P F satisfy the following 5´periodic
recurrence:
xi`1 “
1´ xi
xi´1
.
Then
5ÿ
i“1
δrxis2 “
5ÿ
i“1
p1´ xiq ^ xi.
In Λ2Fˆ we have p1´ xiq ^ xi “ xi´1 ^ xi ´ xi ^ xi`1, so the sum vanishes telescopically. This
suggests the following construction of the map
δr2s : R2pFq ÝÑ R1pFq bQrFs1 :
δr2srx1, x2s2 “ ´
5ÿ
i“1
rxi´1, xi`1s1 ^ xi.
Finally, denote by rB2pF, nq the cone of the map δr‚s. For the convenience of the reader, we
list here the terms of the complex rB2pF, nq in each degree:
Degree 1 :ΛnQrFs1
Degree 2 :
´
R1pFq b Λ
n´1QrFs1
¯
‘
´
QrFs2 b Λ
n´2QrFs1
¯
Degree 3 :
´
S2R1pFq b Λ
n´2QrFs1
¯
‘
´
QrFs3 b Λ
n´3QrFs1
¯
‘´
QrFs2 bR1pFq b Λ
n´3QrFs1
¯
‘
´
R2pFq b Λ
n´2QrFs1
¯
.
(9)
Denote by
pi : rB2pF, nq ÝÑ B2pF, nq
the natural projection chain morphism. We have shown the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1. The map pi induces an isomorphism on the cohomology groups in degrees 1 and 2.
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5.2 Co-residue map
Let P be a point of the degree d in A1k. Our goal is to define the co-residue map in the derived
category:
cP : B2pkP , nq ÝÑ grdB2pkptq, n ` 1q
with the property that the composition BP ˝ cP is a quasi-isomorphism. Because of the previous
lemma, it is sufficient to construct a map from rB2pkP , nq to grdB2pkptq, n ` 1q, which we will
also denote by cP .
Definition of cP is completely straightforward, but checking that it is a chain morphism is
nontrivial. First, define
cP r1s : Λ
nQrkP s1 ÝÑ grdΛ
n`1kptqˆ
by the formula
rr1s1 ^ rr2s1 ^ . . .^ rrns1 ÝÑ fP ^ rr1 ^ rr2 ^ . . .^ rrn.
Next, define
cP r2s : R1pkP q b Λ
n´1QrkP s1 ÝÑ grdB2pkptq, n ` 1q
by the formula
rr1, r2s1 b rr3s1 ^ . . .^ rrns1 ÝÑ βpr1, r2q b rr3 ^ . . .^ rrn.
Here βpr1, r2q “
" rr1 ¨ rr2Ąr1r2
*
2
P BP Ă grdB2pkptqq. Notice that the fact that this map is well-
defined is not completely obvious: it is equivalent to an identity
βpr1, r2q ` βpr1r2, r3q “ βpr1, r3q ` βpr1r3, r2q
in grdB2pkptqq. It follows from Suslin’s theorem, but it also can be proven with the use of
five-term relation.
Finally, define
cP r2s : R2pkP q b Λ
n´2QrkP s1 ÝÑ grdB2pkptq, n ` 1q
by the formula
rr1s2 b rr2s1 ^ . . .^ rrns1 ÝÑ trr1u2 b fP ^ rr2 ^ . . .^ rrn.
To check that cP is a chain map it is sufficient to show that the composition cP r2s ˝ δ
vanishes. Its source space rB2pkP , nqr3s has four direct summands. On QrkP s3bΛn´3QrkP s1 the
map vanishes tautologically.
5.3 Vanishing of cP r3s on QrkP s2 b R1pkP q b Λ
n´3QrkP s1.
Obviously, it is sufficient to consider the case n “ 3.
Lemma 5.2. The following identity holds in rB2pF q b Λ
2Fˆsa :
tau2 b p1´ bq ^ b´ tbu2 b p1´ aq ^ a “ 0.
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Proof. Consider the five-term relation
tau2 ´ tbu2 `
"
b
a
*
2
´
"
1´ a´1
1´ b´1
*
2
`
"
1´ a
1´ b
*
2
“ 0
and multiply it by
b
a
^
ˆ
1´ a
1´ b
˙
.We will get the expression above modulo terms txu2bx^y.
For a “ rr1 and b “ rr2 ¨ rr3Ąr2r3 we get that in B2pkptqq b Λ2kptqˆ
trr1u2 b ˆ1´ rr2 ¨ rr3Ąr2r3
˙
^
rr2 ¨ rr3Ąr2r3 “
" rr2 ¨ rr3Ąr2r3
*
2
b p1´ rr1q ^ rr1.
Moreover, in grd
`
B2pkptqq b Λ
2kptqˆ
˘
trr1u2 b ˆ1´ rr2 ¨ rr3Ąr2r3
˙
^
rr2 ¨ rr3Ąr2r3 “ trr1u2 b fP ^ rr2 ¨ rr3Ąr2r3 ,
so " rr2 ¨ rr3Ąr2r3
*
2
b p1´ rr1q ^ rr1 “ trr1u2 b fP ^ rr2 ` trr1u2 b fP ^ rr3 ´ trr1u2 b fP ^ Ąr2r3.
Since these are exactly the two components of the map cP r3s, the latter vanishes on QrkP s2 b
R1pkP q.
5.4 Vanishing of cP r3s on S
2
R1pkP q b Λ
n´2QrkP s1 (first main lemma)
It is enough to check the statement for n “ 2. Explicitly, we need to show the following statement.
Lemma 5.3. Let a, b, c, d be some elements in kP . Then#ra ¨rbrab
+
2
b
rc ¨ rdrcd `
#rc ¨ rdrcd
+
2
b
ra ¨rbrab “ 0
in grFd rB2pkpxqq b kptq
ˆsa .
Proof. This is, probably, the most strange part of the proof. The statement follows from the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let A be an abelian group, and I ă QrAs be the augmentation ideal. Then the
elements of the form ra1s ` ra2s ´ ra3s ´ ra4s with a1a2 “ a3a4 P A generate S
2I2.
Proof. Obviously, elements of the form
pras ` rbs ´ rabs ´ r1sq ¨ prcs ` rds ´ rcds ´ r1sq (10)
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generate S2I2. The statement of the lemma follows from the following identity, which can be
checked by a direct computation:
4pras ` rbs ´ rabs ´ r1sq ¨ prcs ` rds ´ rcds ´ r1sq`
prabs ` rcds ´ rbds ´ racsq2 ` prabs ` rcds ´ rads ´ rbcsq2 ´ prbds ` racs ´ rads ´ rbcsq2´
pras ` rbds ´ rds ´ rabsq2 ´ prads ` rbs ´ rabs ´ rdsq2 ` pras ` rbds ´ rads ´ rbsq2´
pras ` rbcs ´ rcs ´ rabsq2 ´ pracs ` rbs ´ rabs ´ rcsq2 ` pras ` rbcs ´ racs ´ rbsq2´
prcs ` rads ´ ras ´ rcdsq2 ´ pracs ` rds ´ rcds ´ rasq2 ` prcs ` rads ´ racs ´ rdsq2´
prcs ` rbds ´ rbs ´ rcdsq2 ´ prbcs ` rds ´ rcds ´ rbsq2 ` prcs ` rbds ´ rbcs ´ rdsq2`
2pras ` rbs ´ rabs ´ r1sq2 ` 2prcs ` rds ´ rcds ´ r1sq2.
(11)
We will apply this lemma to the group A “ kˆP . There is a map ϕ from its group ring Qrk
ˆ
P s
to Dăd, sending ras to a˜. The image of I
2 under this map is contained in BP , because the
sequence
0 ÝÑ BP ÝÑ Dăd
p
ÝÑ kˆP ÝÑ 0
is exact. Note that the image of an element pras ´ r1sqprbs ´ r1sq was denoted βpa, bq before.
This map can be used to construct a map
ϕ2 : S2I2 ÝÑ rBP bDădsa
sending λ1 ¨ λ2 P S
2I2 to ϕpλ1q b ϕpλ2q ` ϕpλ2q b ϕpλ1q.
To prove the statement, we need to show that this map vanishes, because the element#ra ¨rbrab
+
2
b
rc ¨ rdrcd `
#rc ¨ rdrcd
+
2
b
ra ¨rbrab
equals to ϕ2
´
pras ´ r1sqprbs ´ r1sq ¨ prcs ´ r1sqprds ´ r1sq
¯
.
It follows from Lemma 5.4 that it is sufficient to check the vanishing of the map ϕ on elements
pras ` rbs ´ rcs ´ rdsq2 P S2I2,
where ab “ cd in kˆP . Consider such element
ϕpras ` rbs ´ rcs ´ rdsq “ βpa, bq ´ βpc, dq P BP .
Under the embedding in grFd B2 it equals to
#ra ¨rbrab
+
2
´
#rc ¨ rdrcd
+
2
. This expression equals to#ra ¨rbrc ¨ rd
+
2
, which can be shown either with the use of the five-term relation or by computing
coproduct δ and using Suslin’s theorem. This finishes the proof, because
ϕ2ppras ` rbs ´ rcs ´ rdsq2q “ 2
#ra ¨rbrc ¨ rd
+
2
b
ra ¨rbrc ¨ rd ^
˜
1´
ra ¨rbrc ¨ rd
¸
“ 0.
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5.5 Vanishing of cP r3s on R2pFq b Λ
n´2QrFs1 (second main lemma)
Clearly, it is enough to consider the case n “ 2. Our goal is to show the following:
Lemma 5.5. For any r1, r2 P k
ˆ
P expression
ptrr1u2 ` trr2u2 ` trr3u2 ` trr4u2 ` trr5u2q b fP`
`
" rr1 ¨ rr3
1´ rr2
*
2
b rr2 ` " rr2 ¨ rr4
1´ rr3
*
2
b rr3 ` " rr3 ¨ rr5
1´ rr4
*
2
b rr4 ` " rr4 ¨ rr1
1´ rr5
*
2
b rr5 ` " rr5 ¨ rr2
1´ rr1
*
2
b rr1
(12)
vanishes in grFd rB2pkptqq b kptq
ˆsa .
It proves the required vanishing, because
βpri, ri`2q “
" ri ¨ Ąri`2Čriri`2
*
2
“
" ri ¨ Ąri`2
1´ ri
*
2
.
Proof. We start with a lemma, whose prove is inspired by Gauss lemma, used in the classical
proof of quadratic reciprocity.
Lemma 5.6. There exist polynomials giptq, hiptq of degrees less than d, such that ri “
hi
gi
in kP
and the sequence λiptq “
gi
hi
satisfies the recurrence
λi`1 “
1´ λi
λi´1
.
Proof. We will suppose that d is odd: even case is similar. For the residue r1 P kP there exist
polynomials g1ptq, h1ptq P kptq of degrees less or equal to
“
d
2
‰
, such that the residue of
g1
h1
equals
to r1. Indeed, consider kP as a vector space over k with basis 1, t, . . . , td´1 and denote by V
its subspace, spanned by 1, t, . . . , tr
d
2
s. Multiplication by r1 is a linear automorphism of kP and
dimpV q ą dimpkP q
2
, so there exists a vector g1 P V such that r1 ¨ g1 “ f1 P V.
Similarly, we can find g2ptq, h2ptq P kptq of degrees less or equal to
“
d
2
‰
, such that the residue
of
g2
h2
equals to r2. There exists a unique sequence λi, such that λ1 “
g1
h1
and λ2 “
g2
h2
, which
satisfies the required recurrence. Then
λ3 “
1´ g2
h2
g1
h1
“
ph2 ´ g2qh1
h2g1
and we define g3 “ ph2 ´ g2qh1 and h3 “ h2g1. Similarly,
λ4 “
1´ g3
h3
g2
h2
“
g1h2 ´ h1h2 ` g2h1
g1g2
“
g4
h4
and
λ5 “
1´ g4
h4
g3
h3
“
ph1 ´ g1qh2
h1g2
“
g5
h5
.
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To simplify the notation a little bit we will omit ˜ and ¯ symbols. First we want to rewrite`ř
5
i“1triu
˘
b fP as an element of BP ba Dăd.
Lemma 5.7. The following equality holds in grFd rB2pkptqq b kptq
ˆsa :
ptriu ´ tλiuq b fP “ ´
"
ri
λi
*
2
b pri ´ 1q `
"
ri ´ 1
λi ´ 1
*
2
b λi.
Proof. Thanks to the five-term relation for every 1 ď i ď 5
ptriu ´ tλiuq b fP “ ´
"
λi
ri
*
2
b fP ´
"
1´ λ´1i
1´ r´1i
*
2
b fP ´
"
1´ ri
1´ λi
*
2
b fP .
We will simplify each of these three terms in grFd rB2pkptqq ba kptqs . Suppose that
rihi “ qifP ` gi.
Since the degrees of gi and hi are less than d, the degree of qi is also less than d. Then,
´
"
λi
ri
*
2
b fP “ ´
"
gi
hiri
*
2
b fP “
"
hiri
gi
*
2
b fP “"
hiri
gi
*
2
b
ˆ
1´
hiri
gi
˙
´
"
hiri
gi
*
2
b
qi
gi
“ ´
"
ri
λi
*
2
b
qi
gi
.
(13)
We used here the following equality:
txu2 b p1´ xq “ ´t1´ xu2 b p1´ xq “ 0.
Similarly, "
1´ λ´1i
1´ r´1i
*
2
b fP “ ´
"
1´ λ´1i
1´ r´1i
*
2
b
qi
pri ´ 1qgi
and "
1´ ri
1´ λi
*
2
b fP “ ´
"
1´ ri
1´ λi
*
2
b
qi
gi ´ hi
.
So, we get the following:
ptriu ´ tλiuq b fP “ ´
"
ri
λi
*
2
b
qi
gi
`
"
1´ λ´1i
1´ r´1i
*
2
b
qi
pri ´ 1qgi
`
"
1´ ri
1´ λi
*
2
b
qi
gi ´ hi
.
From the five-term relation, we see that
´
"
λi
ri
*
2
b
qi
pri ´ 1qgi
´
"
1´ λ´1i
1´ r´1i
*
2
b
qi
pri ´ 1qgi
´
"
1´ ri
1´ λi
*
2
b
qi
pri ´ 1qgi
“
ptriu ´ tλiuq b
qi
pri ´ 1qgi
“ 0.
(14)
After adding it to the previous equality, we get that
ptriu ´ tλiuq b fP “ ´
"
ri
λi
*
2
b pri ´ 1q `
"
ri ´ 1
λi ´ 1
*
2
b
pri ´ 1qλi
λi ´ 1
,
which implies the statement of the lemma.
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Next, observe that the following relation holds in BP :"
ri ´ 1
λi ´ 1
*
2
`
"
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
*
2
´
"
ri´1
λi´1
*
2
´
"
ri`1
λi`1
*
2
“ 0. (15)
Indeed, the map δ applied to this expression lands in FdΛ
2kptqˆ and vanishes there modulo
terms of lower degree.
Our goal is to prove that
5ÿ
i“1
´
triu2 b fP `
"
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
*
2
b ri
¯
vanishes in grFd rB2pkptqq b kptq
ˆsa . Using the 5´term relation for λi and the lemma above, we
get that
5ÿ
i“1
´
triu2 b fP `
"
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
*
2
b ri
¯
“
5ÿ
i“1
´
triu2 b fP ´ tλiu2 b fP `
"
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
*
2
b ri
¯
“
5ÿ
i“1
´
´
"
ri
λi
*
2
b pri ´ 1q `
"
ri ´ 1
λi ´ 1
*
2
b λi `
"
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
*
2
b
ri
λi
`
"
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
*
2
b λi
¯
.
(16)
By Lemma 5.3, "
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
*
2
b
ri
λi
`
"
ri
λi
*
2
b
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
“ 0.
Substituting it in the formula (16) and using (15), we obtain
5ÿ
i“1
´
triu2 b fP `
"
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
*
2
b ri
¯
“
5ÿ
i“1
´" ri ´ 1
λi ´ 1
*
2
b λi ´
"
ri
λi
*
2
b pri´1ri`1q `
"
ri´1ri`1
1´ ri
*
2
b λi
¯
“
5ÿ
i“1
´" ri´1
λi´1
*
2
b λi `
"
ri`1
λi`1
*
2
b λi ´
"
ri
λi
*
2
b pri´1ri`1q
¯
“
5ÿ
i“1
´" ri´1
λi´1
*
2
b
λi
ri
¯
`
5ÿ
i“1
´" ri`1
λi`1
*
2
b
λi
ri
¯
.
(17)
The last expression vanishes, because by Lemma 5.3"
ri´1
λi´1
*
2
b
λi
ri
`
"
ri
λi
*
2
b
λi´1
ri´1
“ 0.
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6 Proof of Lemma 3.3
For this we need to show that the chain map
0 // grG
1
grFd rB2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆsa

// grG
1
grFd rΛ
nkptqˆs

// 0
0 //
À
degpP q“drB2pkP q b Λ
n´3kˆP sa
//
À
degpP q“dΛ
n´1kˆP
// 0
(18)
is a quasi-isomorphism. On the second cohomology it follows from Theorem 2.1. Denote by K
the kernel of the map
grG
1
grFd rB2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆsa
δ
ÝÑ grG
1
grFd rΛ
nkptqˆs.
We need to show, that the map on the first cohomology, induced by the chain map ‘BP is an
isomorphism:
‘P BP : K ÝÑ ‘degpP q“dH
n´2
G pkP ,Qpn´ 1qq.
We have defined co-residue map
ř
cP in the opposite direction. Since BP ˝ cP is identity for
P “ Q and vanishes otherwise, ‘BP induces a surjective map on cohomology. Let’s prove that
it is also injective.
Lemma 6.1. Vector space grG
1
grFd rB2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆsa is generated by elements
1q βfP pr1, r2q b g3 ^ . . .^ gn,
2q tr˜u
2
b fP ^ g3 ^ . . . ^ gn,
(19)
Proof. From Corollary 4.4 it follows that the space
grG
1
grFd
“
B2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆ
‰
a
is generated by elements of the following three types:
aq βfP pr1, r2q b g3 ^ . . . ^ gn,
bq
"
g1
g2
*
2
b fP ^ g4 ^ . . .^ gn,
cq βg1ps1, s2q b ^fP ^ g4 ^ . . .^ gn,
(20)
where g1 and g2 are both irreducible polynomials of the same degree less than d. It is sufficient
to consider the case n “ 3. Our goal is to express elements of type bq and cq via elements of type
1q and 2q. We will show that this is true for elements of type bq, type cq is similar. Let r be the
residue of g1
g2
modulo fP . By the 5´term relation"
g1
g2
*
2
b fP ´ tru2 b fP “
˜
´
"
r ¨ g2
g1
*
2
`
#
1´ g2
g1
1´ 1
r
+
2
´
#
1´ g1
g2
1´ r
+
2
¸
b fP
The expression
´
"
r ¨ g2
g1
*
2
`
#
1´ g2
g1
1´ 1
r
+
2
´
#
1´ g1
g2
1´ r
+
2
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lies in BP , because δ sends it to Dăd b fP .
Finally, notice that for every r1, r2 P kP , such that r1 ¨ r2 “ q ¨ fP ` r1r2,
βfP pr1, r2q b fP “
"
r1 ¨ r2
r1r2
*
2
b fP “ ´
"
r1 ¨ r2
r1r2
*
2
b
q
r1r2
,
because
"
r1 ¨ r2
r1r2
*
2
b
ˆ
1´
r1 ¨ r2
r1r2
˙
“ 0. So,
"
g1
g2
*
2
b fP ´ tru2 b fP
is a linear combination of elements of type 1q.
Let x P grG
1
grFd
“
B2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆ
‰
a
be an element in the kernel of δ with vanishing
residues BP at all points of degree d. Then x is lying in the subspace, generated by elements of
type 1q in the notation of Lemma 6.1. Indeed, the map id´
ř
cP BP is well-defined and vanishes
on elements of type 2). On the other hand, pid ´
ř
cP BP qx “ x. It remains to notice that map
δ is injective on the space of elements of type 1q, which follows from the exact sequenceà
degpP q“d
S2BPbΛ
d´3Dăd ÝÑ
à
degpP q“d
BPbΛ
d´2Dăd ÝÑ
à
degpP q“d
fPbΛ
d´1Dăd ÝÑ Λ
d´1FˆP ÝÑ 0
and Lemma 5.3.
7 Proof of Lemma 3.4
Our goal is to proof Lemma 3.4, claiming that for s ą 1 the complex
grGs gr
F
d B2pkptq, nq
is acyclic. Recall that the space grGs gr
F
d Λ
nkptqˆ coincides with ΛsDd b Λ
n´sDăd. Let h be a
map in the opposite direction
grGs gr
F
d Λ
nkptqˆ ÝÑ grGs gr
F
d
“
B2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆ
‰
a
,
sending
f1 ^ f2 ^ f3 ^ . . .^ fs ^ gs`1 ^ . . .^ gn
to
´
"
f1
f2
*
b f3 ^ . . .^ fs ^ gs`1 ^ . . .^ gn.
Here we suppose that fi are monic, irreducible, distinct polynomials of degree d and degrees of
gi are less than d.
Lemma 7.1. Map h is well-defined.
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Proof. It is sufficient to check that"
f1
f2
*
2
b f3 `
"
f3
f2
*
2
b f1
vanishes in grG
3
grFd pB2pkptqq ba kptq
ˆq . From the five-term relation it follows that"
f1
f2
*
2
´
"
f3
f2
*
2
`
"
f3
f1
*
2
´
#
1´ f2
f1
1´ f2
f3
+
2
`
#
1´ f1
f2
1´ f3
f2
+
2
“ 0.
After multiplication by
1´
f2
f1
1´
f2
f3
“ pf1´f2qf3pf3´f2qf1 we get the following equality in B2pkptqq ba kptq
ˆ:
"
f1
f2
*
2
b f3 `
"
f3
f2
*
2
b f1 “
´
"
f1
f2
*
2
b
f1 ´ f2
pf3 ´ f2qf1
`
"
f3
f2
*
2
b
pf1 ´ f2qf3
f3 ´ f2
´"
f3
f1
*
2
b
pf1 ´ f2qf3
pf3 ´ f2qf1
´
#
1´ f1
f2
1´ f3
f2
+
2
b
pf1 ´ f2qf3
pf3 ´ f2qf1
.
(21)
All four expressions on the right side of this equality lie in G2gr
F
d
“
B2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆ
‰
a
.
Obviously, δ ˝ h “ id, so to prove Lemma 3.4 it is sufficient to show that h is surjective.
From Corollary 4.4 it follows that the space
grGs gr
F
d
“
B2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆ
‰
a
is generated by elements of the following three types:
1q βf1pr1, r2q b f2 ^ . . . ^ fs ^ gs`1 ^ . . . ^ gn,
2q
"
f1
f2
*
2
b f3 ^ . . .^ fs ^ gs`1 ^ . . .^ gn,
3q B b f1 ^ f2 ^ . . .^ fs ^ gs`1 ^ . . .^ gn,
(22)
where f1, . . . fs are monic, distinct, irreducible polynomials of degree d, gs`1, . . . , gn are polyno-
mials of degrees less than d and B lies in FădB2pkpxqq.
Lemma 7.2. Elements of type 1)-3) lie in the image of h.
Proof. For elements of type 2) there is nothing to prove.
Let’s prove it for elements of type 1). From Lemma 5.2 it follows that for any elements
X,Y P B2pFq we have
X b δpY q ´ Y b δpXq
vanishes in B2pFq ba Λ
2Fˆ. This can be applied for X “ B P FădB2pkpxqq and Y “
"
f1
f2
*
2
.
We get that
B b
ˆ
1´
f1
f2
˙
^
f1
f2
“
"
f1
f2
*
2
b δpBq.
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Since in grGs gr
F
d
“
B2pkptqq b Λ
n´2kptqˆ
‰
a
element Bb f1^ f2^ . . .^ fs^ gs`1^ . . .^ gn equals
to B b
´
1´ f1
f2
¯
^ f1
f2
^ . . . ^ fs ^ gs`1 ^ . . . ^ gn, elements of type 1) lie in the image of h.
It remains to deal with elements of type 3). It is enough to consider the case s “ 2. Let r
be the residue of
rr1 ¨ rr2Ąr1r2 modulo f2. From the five term relation we see that" rr1 ¨ rr2Ąr1r2
*
2
b f2 “ tru2 b f2 ´
"Ąr1r2 ¨ rrr1 ¨ rr2
*
2
b f2`"
prr1 ¨ rr2 ´ Ąr1r2q ¨ rrr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
b f2 ´
" rr1 ¨ rr2 ´ Ąr1r2Ąr1r2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
b f2.
(23)
All terms in the right side of the equality lie in the image of h. We will show it for the second
term, for the other three the proof is similar. Since degprq ă d, there exist a polynomial q of
degree less than d, such that rr1 ¨ rr2 ´ r ¨ Ąr1r2 “ q ¨ f2.
So in B2pkptqq ba kptq
ˆ we have"
prr1 ¨ rr2 ´ Ąr1r2q ¨ rrr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
b f2 “ ´
"
1´
prr1 ¨ rr2 ´ Ąr1r2q ¨ rrr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
b f2
´
"Ąr1r2 ¨ r ´ rr1 ¨ rr2rr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
b f2 “ ´
"
´qf2rr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
b f2 “
"
´qf2rr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
b
´qrr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q .
(24)
Clearly δ
"
´qf2rr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
´ f1 ^ f2 P Dd bDăd, so by Corollary 4.4
"
´qf2rr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
´
"
f1
f2
*
2
lies in G1gr
F
d B2pkptqq. So"
prr1 ¨ rr2 ´ Ąr1r2q ¨ rrr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
*
2
b f2 ´
"
f1
f2
*
2
b
´qrr1 ¨ rr2 ¨ pr ´ 1q
vanishes in grG
2
grFd rB2pkptqq b kptq
ˆsa .
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